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Discovering the Desert: The Legacy of the Carnegie De-
sert Botanical Laboratory. McGinnies, William G. Univer-
sity of Arizona Press. Tucson. 1981. vii + 276 pp.

This book reviews the classic work in the Sonoran Des-
ert conducted by the Desert Laboratory of the Carnegie
Institution of Washington. The laboratory was built on
Tumamoc Hill in the first decade of this century. It served
as a base of operations for numerous permanent botanists

and visiting investigators. In fact, most of the classic work
dealing with plant science in the Sonoran Desert during
the first half of this century was associated in some way
with this important establishment. Young plant scientists
would do well to acquaint themselves with the papers
which were published during this golden age of Sonoran
Desert studies because the findings are as important and
valid today as they were then. This book by Dr. McGin-
nies is an excellent starting point and the bibliography is
excellent.

Firewood Crops. Shrub and Tree Species for Energy Pro-
duction. Report for an Ad Hoc Panel of the Advisory
Committee on Technology Innovation, Board on Science
and Technology for International Development, Commit-
tee on International Relations. National Academy of Sci-
ences. Washington, D.C. 1980. v + 237.

The introduction of this book illustrates the nomadic
Tuareg people of the North African desert starting a small
cooking fire. Accompanying the photograph is the state-
ment that in many parts of the Sahara, the average family
spends a fourth of its income on the wood and charcoal
required for fuel. This certainly helps to put in perspective
the importance of firewood in subsistence cultures where
people often have a hand -to -mouth existence and may live
at a delicate balance between life and death. The book
presents a master -list of firewood species and discusses
the most important species in detail, providing data on
yield, environmental requirements, establishment proce-
dures, pests and diseases. It seems quite appropriate that
our National Academy of Sciences should make this type
of book available to developing countries.

Trees and Shrubs of the Southwestern Deserts. Benson,
Lyman and Robert A. Darrow. University of Arizona Press.
Tucson 1981 vii + 416 pp. $49.50.

Long awaited by scientists, scholars and many people
who simply love the desert and want to learn more about
it is the third edition of a classic in the study of desert
plants, Trees and Shrubs of the Southwestern Deserts.
The new book from the University of Arizona Press repre-
sents 46 years of field research on the part of its authors,
Lyman Benson and Robert Darrow.

Trees and Shrubs of the Southwestern Deserts is an au-
thoritative guide to nearly 500 trees and shrubs including
woody vines, borderline bushes and plants found mostly
outside the desert but known to occur within its edges.
Ranging from the ridiculous and comic spectacle of the
Boojum Tree to the sublime beauty of the Desert Peach,
the book is enriched by 40 full -color plates, 252 maps and
more than 400 drawings and photographs.

Trees and Shrubs of the Southwestern Deserts is an
easy -to -use identification manual for amateur desert en-
thusiasts and a definite reference for students, range man-
agement specialists, botanists and other scientists.

The 416 -page volume is designed to provide as little or
as much information as the readèr requires. Large print
has been used for material of general interest, including
key characteristics of plants and geographic distribution of
species, while smaller type has been reserved for more
detailed descriptions and technical information.


